RECEIVING TEXTBOOKS IN DESTINY

Please follow these important steps to complete your school’s textbook inventory.

Go to: https://achieve.lausd.net/ilss

Click on Destiny Manager

Quick Links
- Destiny Manager
- Create an Online Service Request
- Digital Library (Paid Sites)
- Digital Library (Free Sites)
- Digital Library [Remote Access]
- CDE Library Survey (REF-6621.3)
  Attachment A
  Attachment B
  Attachment C
- Division of Instruction

Login if you have been granted full Destiny access (top right) *

Find your school

Click on the Processing Flag

Click the “eye” on the right

Either scan each barcode one at a time or click Receive All (Make sure you confirm that all books are accounted for prior to “receiving all.”)


CONGRATULATIONS!!!

Thank you for ensuring that our inventory is accurate. Everyone benefits when we have accurate inventory.
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